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Step into the magical world of fairy tales and find your favorite characters under the flaps in this

charming seek-and-find book. Inside, children will be enchanted by the beautifully illustrated fairy

tale scenes, each with a rhyme inviting them to lift up the flaps and discover who is underneath. At

the end of the book is a big fold-out page that reveals all the fairy-tale characters together, living

happily ever after.
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Roger Priddy's passion for educating children through fun, informative and engaging books has led

him to create some of publishing's most enduring and successful nonfiction early learning books.

Roger lives in London and has three children, who have been the inspiration behind many of his

best publishing ideas.

We just received this book earlier this week and my almost 3yo has already requested to read it

several times a day, 2-3 times per sitting. My daughter loves this book and I can already tell this will

be one of her new favorites.There are seven classic fairytales: Little Red Ridinghood, Thumbelina,

Jack and the Beanstalk, Hansel & Gretel, Snow White, Repunzel, & Cinderella. Each story is

perfectly abbreviated for a toddler and told over two pages, containing 5-6 flaps you lift open

revealing a character, object, or some sort of critter telling part of the story. Cinderella, the last story



is told over the last six pages. The final three pages open up to show all the characters from the

previous six stories at the ball.The artwork is beautiful and incredibly detailed and my daughter and I

spend a lot of time on each page looking for the lady bugs, bumblebees, birds, and bunnies.The

quality of the book is amazing. I'm always hesitant about lift and flap, but the Priddy ones (we have

a couple) have always been so durable.I did pay full price for this book and was not compensated

for my review. All opinions are my own and I'm extremely happy with this purchase.

I love this book and so does my 2 year old. The illustrations are beautifully done and the stories are

short and precise. My only disappointment was getting the book with the flaps already opened and

the edges a little frayed. I obviously didn't get a brand new book. I'm all the way in the Philippines so

sending it back would cost me twice the price of the book which is not only a hassle but also not

worth it.

Gorgeous artwork. my 3 year old daughter loves this book. There isn't a lot of text in this which can

be both a boon and bane for parents. The child will need to know the storylines first before reading

this book. The book is suited for young toddlers so they won't be reading it alone anyway. The lack

of text allows the parent to be creative and tell the story differently every time (well, for me, I

improvise according to my daughter's reactions and most often than not, I forget how I told it to her

the previous time :) )

The illustrations in this book are very pretty. The quality is also very nice. I'd give it 5 stars but I wish

it told a little bit more of the included fairytales. The flaps have details from each story but not really

enough to piece the whole story together if your child hasn't already heard it. Both my kids (almost 3

yr old girl & 6 yr old boy) enjoy the book.

I was actually really nicely surprised at the quality of this book for the price. It is fairly simple and

doesn't have a ton of narrative, but each page has several flaps to open. Also both my three and

two year old absolutely love it.

I do agree with other reviewers mentioning the flimsy flops and the short narrative part but... this

book feels magical and beautifully illustrated. Both I and my 18 months old daughter enjoy it very

much!



What a wonderful book! Engaging & beautifullyÃ¢Â€Â‹ illustrated, this is a new family favorite! Will

definitely be buying more as gifts!

I like it. It looks like fun. I expect younger children are likely to tear the flaps but the book is a good

quality.
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